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93.10% 81

6.90% 6

Q1 Do you agree that reducing waste going to the landfill is an important
initiative for the Town of Bruderheim?

Answered: 87 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 87

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Why don't they pilot their own project for composting? They have all the means to do it, just
knowledge of how to do it. They could turn around and sell it back to the community for garden
beds and such.

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

2 Yes but not the green bins that stuff disintegrates anyways. 11/19/2022 9:02 PM

3 Saves tax payer $s at the landfill 11/18/2022 8:15 PM

4 until the fruit flys gather in your home, and the large bin/ tote is too big unless your doing hard
work and adding grass clippings-which most just mulch into their lawns to feed the grass

11/18/2022 3:19 PM

5 Keep it up! 11/17/2022 12:29 PM

6 Compost does not go to the landfill 11/15/2022 7:37 PM

7 Organic waste is a non issue for the landfill. It breaks down quickly. 11/15/2022 4:43 PM

8 We are a small town. Our service bills and taxes are already high and people complain. And I
don't feel enough people would benefit from this service, let alone want a higher utility bill for a
service they won't use.

11/15/2022 3:47 PM

9 It must stay 11/14/2022 7:06 PM

10 Because it should be the initiative of the residents 11/14/2022 5:54 PM

11 I believe this is the right way to move forward 11/14/2022 3:58 PM

12 We barely had anything in the can for collecting was mostly grass that can be taken to the
town compost pile

11/14/2022 3:37 PM
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19.54% 17

80.46% 70

Q2 Does your household compost using a backyard compost?
Answered: 87 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 87

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 I use to all the time, I had an area set up by my garden. But moving here I have no garden or
room to do it.

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

2 We take our grass clipping to town's compost pile. 11/19/2022 6:36 AM

3 in too the garden 11/18/2022 3:19 PM

4 Grass clippings were the only thing we used the bin for but we can easy continue using the pile
north of the campground.

11/15/2022 3:47 PM

5 quit using it when compost pickup started 11/15/2022 11:11 AM

6 We do compost but there is limited space to use these products. 11/14/2022 3:58 PM

7 The town has a compost pile 11/14/2022 3:37 PM
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69.77% 60

12.79% 11

17.44% 15

Q3 How satisfied were you with Bruderheim's Organic Waste Collection
Pilot?

Answered: 86 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 86

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Great to have this service instead of throwing it away. 11/23/2022 6:06 PM

2 Loved this service 11/23/2022 6:02 PM

3 The bins were pretty big for just the little bit I had. I put mine in a bucket, then into a brown bag
to put in containers. I miss putting my bins out all the time.

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

4 This is a great program for sure. 11/20/2022 10:17 PM

5 Tried it and found bin needed to be cleaned and offensive odors during week. Stopped using it. 11/19/2022 6:36 AM

6 At times one container is not enough 11/18/2022 8:15 PM

7 I love this program especially since we are allowed to use compostable bags (we weren't
allowed to use them in Edmonton) because I'm disabled and I can't keep up with cleaning the
bin but I love composting.

11/18/2022 7:09 PM

8 I felt it was not needed.... 11/18/2022 6:38 PM

9 hated no counter bins and having to buy compostable bags for it, I still need proof that the
recycle compost depo is actually a working thing. Especially after hearing about regular
recycle being shipped to an island in haitii as per the trudeau government and having to pay to
ship the cars back. After talking to a garbage guy with edmonton waste management the
recycle plant burned down and the compost center only takes a certain percentage of
compostables- so we need to know this IS viable otherwise it's just more landfill with a crabon
price and un needed cost to those that use it.

11/18/2022 3:19 PM
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10 Mini bins for the house would be great 11/18/2022 11:53 AM

11 It’s a program that was a great addition and would like to see it kept up. 11/18/2022 11:09 AM

12 As long as the bins all stay the same size. If after the pilot program they want to give us
smaller garbage and organic bins my household will not find it successful at all

11/18/2022 11:09 AM

13 I never used it. I have my own compost in my yard 11/18/2022 10:13 AM

14 Noticeably less going to the landfill. 11/17/2022 12:29 PM

15 This could have been moved to every two weeks as we didn't produce enough compost to
allow a truck to pick up every week.

11/15/2022 6:56 PM

16 Wish it would have lasted till at least the pumpkins got picked up but also there is the daily
house hold waist that still needs collecting

11/15/2022 4:55 PM

17 We have a compost site plus single family homes could do their own composting. I just don't
see the point of another bin to deal with.

11/15/2022 4:43 PM

18 It was a great program! 11/15/2022 4:34 PM

19 Communication is poor about the program ( pickups in the beginning, what is acceptable for
the bin)

11/15/2022 3:47 PM

20 Great service 11/14/2022 3:58 PM

21 Waste of time 11/14/2022 3:37 PM

22 Wish it came with a bucket with lid for in the house to put scrapes into. 11/14/2022 1:32 PM
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Q4 What did you like best about the pilot program?
Answered: 79 Skipped: 8

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Being able to compost and not have to put all that food waste into the black bins. 11/25/2022 7:08 PM

2 It was free 11/25/2022 1:34 PM

3 Loved the option to make a difference. It is also decreases the amount to the landfill. It also is
the ease to take it out with the trash.

11/23/2022 6:06 PM

4 Not having to go anywhere else to take out organic materials. 11/23/2022 6:02 PM

5 Did not use it. 11/23/2022 6:00 PM

6 It was free for residents to give it a try 11/23/2022 2:18 PM

7 Not sure about the program 11/22/2022 8:20 PM

8 It makes for extra room in our black bin 11/22/2022 9:13 AM

9 The less waste in the landfill the better 11/22/2022 8:56 AM

10 NOTHING...........oh the bins were free? or did/will it increase extra on the water bills? If so,
just more money out of the pocket again.

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

11 The bins are amazing for yard waste and for people who do not have a way to haul it away. 11/22/2022 8:33 AM

12 Added way to sort garbage 11/22/2022 8:24 AM

13 Somewhere to put the grass that’s bagged and flower garden dead stuff is nice. And the carts
are picked up weekly so not sitting to long to get too gross.

11/21/2022 11:07 PM

14 Once a week pick up was perfect. This program reduced our actual garbage by 75%. 11/20/2022 10:17 PM

15 It was free and convenient 11/20/2022 9:00 PM

16 Less garbage bag usage 11/20/2022 12:07 AM

17 Nothing it was a extra bin we had no room for. 11/19/2022 9:02 PM

18 Allowed us to remove larger compost and only hang on to what we can use in our garden 11/19/2022 7:38 PM

19 That there was no additional cost to our already high utility bills 11/19/2022 9:34 AM

20 That it came weekly 11/19/2022 8:18 AM

21 I didn't 11/19/2022 6:36 AM

22 No added cost ei hauling to land fill 11/18/2022 8:15 PM

23 Knowing I could keep stuff out of the landfill was awesome!× 11/18/2022 7:53 PM

24 Removing the grass clippings made my lawn look better. 11/18/2022 7:25 PM

25 Weekly collection and ability to use (compostable)bags. 11/18/2022 7:09 PM

26 Nothing.... Thought useless.... Bin was too huge .. I don't know how a senior is supposed to
use .. same with regular garbage bins ..

11/18/2022 6:38 PM

27 Less garbage, separate items that decomposed from the other items. Less smells floating
around.

11/18/2022 5:59 PM

28 NOT the flys! 11/18/2022 3:19 PM

29 It help prevent garbage can from over filling 11/18/2022 2:12 PM

30 We were reducing waste 11/18/2022 1:22 PM
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31 Moved here from fort sask, easy to have same practice for waste management 11/18/2022 11:53 AM

32 Convenient 11/18/2022 11:09 AM

33 The large size of bins 11/18/2022 11:09 AM

34 The opportunity to separate compostable items from garbage. Being able to put grass clipping
in the green bin. It’s simply a great program. Put it back in place.

11/18/2022 10:19 AM

35 Another option to reduce waste. Found it extremely useful for yard trimmings, etc. 11/18/2022 10:13 AM

36 Diverting items from the landfill 11/18/2022 8:38 AM

37 I can compost items through the town I wouldn’t put in my own compost bin 11/17/2022 10:03 PM

38 Town picking up compost 11/17/2022 10:01 PM

39 Convenient 11/17/2022 7:13 PM

40 Less in the landfill. 11/17/2022 12:29 PM

41 It didn’t make a difference for our household 11/17/2022 10:51 AM

42 Food waste going to compost and not regular garbage 11/16/2022 6:23 PM

43 Weekly pickup was great 11/16/2022 4:16 PM

44 Not having to haul grass clippings 11/16/2022 1:17 PM

45 I like the idea of compost I used it and cut down my regular garbage alot, I recycle everything
so my garbage cut down to make 2 small bags a week.

11/16/2022 12:43 PM

46 Not having to haul lawn trimmings and reducing the amount of household waste. 11/16/2022 11:39 AM

47 No food waste going to the landfill 11/16/2022 8:18 AM

48 Separating organic waste from the garbage just makes sense, I really hope this program
comes back full time

11/16/2022 7:55 AM

49 Simple 11/16/2022 12:12 AM

50 Excellent program. Less garbage, also protecting the environment. 11/15/2022 11:50 PM

51 Having compost is fantastic!!!!! It drastically reduced my household garbage and as an avid
gardener, it was easier to clean up my plants.

11/15/2022 8:12 PM

52 That they removed the bigger compost items that wouldn’t fit in my bin 11/15/2022 7:59 PM

53 Useless 11/15/2022 7:37 PM

54 It was free and helped us reduce our garbage 11/15/2022 7:10 PM

55 I want to be better to the environment 11/15/2022 6:56 PM

56 My garbage bin wasn't as full 11/15/2022 5:45 PM

57 Nothing 11/15/2022 5:33 PM

58 Got rid of my yard waist 11/15/2022 4:55 PM

59 Umm, nothing really. 11/15/2022 4:43 PM

60 I like that it was pickup similar to garbage. The pickup was easy and the program was laid out
clearly.

11/15/2022 4:34 PM

61 Was handy for small organic waste. 11/15/2022 4:24 PM

62 Weekly pickup 11/15/2022 4:22 PM

63 Didn’t need to take my garden waste to town compost 11/15/2022 3:55 PM

64 Being able to place grass cutting into the bin for pickup instead transporting it to the organic
waste area north of the campground.

11/15/2022 3:47 PM
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65 How it reduced how much garbage I had. 11/15/2022 3:40 PM

66 How much waste was reverted from the landfill. 11/15/2022 3:31 PM

67 Nothing, don’t need it 11/15/2022 3:12 PM

68 Nothing 11/15/2022 3:07 PM

69 I didn't like it 11/15/2022 2:58 PM

70 Reduced my garbage waste lives that they took away clippings etc It encouraged me to
compost

11/15/2022 2:49 PM

71 I liked that our food waste and compostable paper could be used beneficially instead of going
to the landfill. Reducing waste to the landfill reduces the costs the town has to pay.

11/14/2022 7:06 PM

72 Having an oportunity to make a difference 11/14/2022 7:05 PM

73 N/A 11/14/2022 5:54 PM

74 No additional cost- door to door service 11/14/2022 3:58 PM

75 Got a new bin that had waste in it when we first got it 11/14/2022 3:37 PM

76 I was able to clean my yard up regularly. Make it look more appealing and not have to take as
many trips to the compost area. As I don't have a vehicle to do that now.

11/14/2022 3:29 PM

77 nothing 11/14/2022 1:57 PM

78 The weekly pick up 11/14/2022 1:32 PM

79 Not having to go to town compost for lawn clippings and yard waste most of the time 11/14/2022 1:01 PM
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Q5 What do you think could be improved about the pilot program?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 10

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Run it for a longer period. I wasn’t aware when the last day of collection was and missed it. I
have a full bin. I guess I’ll have to find out where to dump it.

11/25/2022 7:08 PM

2 Sometimes bin wasn’t picked up even tho it was visible so more driver awareness 11/25/2022 1:34 PM

3 Maybe don't need to collect as often to save costs 11/25/2022 7:54 AM

4 We should have the program all year long maybe every 2-3 weeks 11/23/2022 6:06 PM

5 All year round, but less often pick up in winter months as you should have less organic waste. 11/23/2022 6:02 PM

6 Get compost bins for back yards. This equals one less pick up day and one less truck for pick
up. Less carbon emissions. But who listens to old guys.

11/23/2022 6:00 PM

7 Not sure 11/23/2022 2:18 PM

8 Nil 11/22/2022 8:20 PM

9 Continue it 11/22/2022 9:13 AM

10 I don’t think organic waste needs to be picked up every week. Every other week or once a
month would suffice

11/22/2022 8:56 AM

11 Start your own compost right here in Bruderheim and make some money back from
it.......however, charging a ridiculous amount is not the goal. Keep it in the community!!

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

12 The collection day could be the same day as garbage/recycling 11/22/2022 8:33 AM

13 Same day pick up as garage day 11/22/2022 8:24 AM

14 Not sure 11/21/2022 11:07 PM

15 Additional promotion and advertising to increase participation. 11/20/2022 10:17 PM

16 It was great. My household didn’t need it weekly…biweekly would have worked for us. But if
they took bags of leaves in the fall, that would be helpful too!

11/20/2022 9:00 PM

17 Don’t need that big of a bin. I would like to keep it for garbage though. 11/20/2022 12:07 AM

18 Give people an option on whether of not they want it. 11/19/2022 9:02 PM

19 Have it during the winter at a reduced pickup. Once every two weeks. 11/19/2022 7:38 PM

20 Nothing 11/19/2022 8:18 AM

21 Don't know 11/19/2022 6:36 AM

22 more containers . more frequent pickup . content start to smell in warmer weather. 11/18/2022 8:15 PM

23 Liked it just the way it was 11/18/2022 7:53 PM

24 2 bins supplied for a double lot. 11/18/2022 7:25 PM

25 Providing small bins to be used to empty into the large bins. 11/18/2022 7:09 PM

26 Get rid of it!!!!! 11/18/2022 6:38 PM

27 I am happy 11/18/2022 5:59 PM

28 it should be free or pay me to live with all the fruit flys 11/18/2022 3:19 PM

29 Bags or liner for in bins so they don’t stink and easier to clean up 11/18/2022 2:12 PM

30 Leave it permanently 11/18/2022 1:22 PM
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31 Having mini bins in the house to take out to the large bin outside / not sure if that was
previously provided (we moved here a few months ago)

11/18/2022 11:53 AM

32 Nothing. Just keep it going. 11/18/2022 11:09 AM

33 No improvements needed keep it exactly as is bin size was great pick up schedules worked
awesome. Maybe a pick up once in a while through the winter would be good though.

11/18/2022 11:09 AM

34 Keep it going 11/18/2022 10:19 AM

35 Was happy with the program overall. 11/18/2022 10:13 AM

36 Frequency 11/18/2022 8:38 AM

37 Nothing 11/17/2022 7:13 PM

38 All good. 11/17/2022 12:29 PM

39 Na 11/17/2022 10:51 AM

40 Supply food waste bags and or a place that we can go and wash out our organic waste bins 11/16/2022 6:23 PM

41 Accepting larger items like sod 11/16/2022 4:16 PM

42 Different pick up day. 11/16/2022 1:17 PM

43 I think if it were to continue I would do collection once a month in winter, and every second
week in summers

11/16/2022 12:43 PM

44 Have it run bi weekly in the winter to continue the compost. Also have an opportunity for locals
to purchase composted soil in the spring.

11/16/2022 11:39 AM

45 I’m satisfied 11/16/2022 8:18 AM

46 Nothing it was great, wish it hadn’t stopped 11/16/2022 7:55 AM

47 Not sure. 11/16/2022 12:12 AM

48 All good. Just please bring the program back permanently. 11/15/2022 11:50 PM

49 Giving a little house bin would encourage more people to compost. Keeping compost
indefinitely.

11/15/2022 8:12 PM

50 N/A 11/15/2022 7:59 PM

51 Nothing, we also have a compost yard in town 11/15/2022 7:37 PM

52 The bin was very large, most towns have smaller ones. 11/15/2022 7:10 PM

53 Pick up could be every two weeks 11/15/2022 6:56 PM

54 Notice of the pilot program ending would have been nice 11/15/2022 5:45 PM

55 Not sure 11/15/2022 5:33 PM

56 It should run year round to deal with the house hold waist 11/15/2022 4:55 PM

57 Maybe collecting on garbage day... 11/15/2022 4:43 PM

58 More marketing so more people would do it ! Such a good program. 11/15/2022 4:34 PM

59 Even though this was a useful tool for managing waste I found that the compost dump was
completely ignored by the town and became useless for dropping off large waste like tree limbs
etc.

11/15/2022 4:24 PM

60 More info on future potential costs. 11/15/2022 4:22 PM

61 Provide small organic bins for the household, provide a magnet for the fridge on what
acceptable. Better communication!!!

11/15/2022 3:47 PM

62 Better communication and clarity on what can and can't go in the bin. For example, pet waste.
There has been conflicting information on if you can or not and how much.

11/15/2022 3:40 PM

63 I’m satisfied with the program 11/15/2022 3:31 PM
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64 Nothing. Garbage and recycles vacuole be picked up once every 2 weeks to instead of once a
week. Save money.

11/15/2022 3:12 PM

65 Don’t need it 11/15/2022 3:07 PM

66 Cancel it 11/15/2022 2:58 PM

67 I thought it was great and very disappointed when it ended 11/15/2022 2:49 PM

68 have it year round, could reduce pickup to once a month in winter months 11/15/2022 11:11 AM

69 smaller can for pick up 11/14/2022 7:37 PM

70 Organic containers for each household. Pick up in summer once per week and in the winter
every two or three weeks

11/14/2022 7:06 PM

71 Education of residents in multiple media sources to get the message out.. repeatmessage
many times. That a pfogram like this can save our town on garbage costs

11/14/2022 7:05 PM

72 Would have been nice to have it in November- however, we understand as the weather
changes so quickly

11/14/2022 3:58 PM

73 Have collected the same day as the rest of the garbage 11/14/2022 3:37 PM

74 Nothing 11/14/2022 3:29 PM

75 The landfill that the compost was taken to could actually put it out to decompose instead of
just tossing it in with the rest of the household trash.

11/14/2022 1:57 PM

76 A small bucket with lid for inside the house to collect the scrapes 11/14/2022 1:32 PM

77 Nothing comes to mind 11/14/2022 1:01 PM
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75.86% 66

24.14% 21

Q6 Do you support the implementation of an Organics Waste Collection
program in Bruderheim?

Answered: 87 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 87

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 it;s a nuisance for the little I have. If you set up your own bins on each block, when I go check
the mail, I would take my compost bag and drop if off in the bin provided down the block. As
appose to putting 1 bag in a great big bin and having the truck go all over town picking them
up. He would only have 20 bins or so to collect, and take it right to our compost.......BUT I
hear most of it doesn't really make it to a compost bc it's not sorted properly. SO where did
this compost go and who benefitted from it? This question everyone asks.

11/22/2022 8:53 AM

2 So long as it won’t cost too much more to do. 11/21/2022 11:07 PM

3 Great initiative for sure! Just makes perfect sense!! And reduces landfill usage too! 11/20/2022 10:17 PM

4 It’s fine as long as people don’t get too high and mighty about it. Start sifting through neighbors
garbage and reporting non composting. It’s a slippery slope. If it’s offered,good. The people
that want to use it, will use it. If it’s mandated as something mandatory it becomes a pain in
everyone’s ass and hero’s will be complaining about the guy next door. Depending what it
costs to run this composting program perhaps we can look at a little more snowplowing
instead, considering half this town becomes a snow drift every winter.

11/20/2022 12:07 AM

5 The more that our waste can be used will alleviate the amount in the landfill! 11/19/2022 7:38 PM

6 Only if there is no extra cost to to resident . 11/18/2022 8:15 PM

7 How much additional will it cost on our monthly bills 11/18/2022 7:53 PM

8 if it's in bruderheim then maybe 11/18/2022 3:19 PM

9 Thank you 11/18/2022 1:22 PM

10 Again as long as all the bins stay the same size I support it. I will not support a program that
shrinks all our bins sizes like in fort Saskatchewan

11/18/2022 11:09 AM

11 Can’t think of anyone who would not support it 11/17/2022 12:29 PM
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12 Yes!! 11/16/2022 7:55 AM

13 Thank you 11/15/2022 11:50 PM

14 I love having a green bin. I want compost all of the time. Please bring back composting, even
biweekly over winter would be awesome since it would freeze you wouldn't have to worry about
smell and pests.

11/15/2022 8:12 PM

15 It really depends on cost too. I pay extra to have two bins, so if I can go down to one bin it
could save me money.

11/15/2022 7:10 PM

16 With inflation I cannot condone a price increase for this service 11/15/2022 6:56 PM

17 Just don't see the need. And it will cost extra someday. 11/15/2022 4:43 PM

18 Please indicate future cost increase when the program is implemented. It states that the pilot
was free but no where for it state what this will cost residents going forward

11/15/2022 4:22 PM

19 Would like to know the cost of this if it is continued. 11/15/2022 3:55 PM

20 I dont want to see additional charge on the service bill that would rarely get used. And not at a
capacity expected.

11/15/2022 3:47 PM

21 Cut back garbage pickup. Public works needs a boss who has a clue. 11/15/2022 3:12 PM

22 Since the landfill use would be costing less, I think residents garbage costs should go down
and then have a reasonable cost for organics

11/14/2022 7:06 PM

23 Depends on cost how far support will go.. need to know what it will cost(total per
month)...before I agree to fully endorsing this program..

11/14/2022 7:05 PM

24 I have ways of using most of my organic waste or drop off leaves and grass at the collection
site in town.

11/14/2022 5:54 PM

25 It would be interesting to see how much less waste was put into the landfill because of a
composting program.

11/14/2022 3:29 PM


